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    EDITORIAL NOTE 

 

LEXKHOJ is delighted to launch its second volume of the criminal law journal. Lexkhoj 

International Journal of Criminal Law is the leading quality journal for all those involved in 

criminal law. Drawing all aspects of the law together in one regular publication, it allows 

quick and easy monitoring of all key developments. Our purpose is to provide a journal that 

offers a multi-disciplinary analysis of issues concerning Criminal Law. The journal strive to 

combine academic excellence with professional relevance and a practical focus by publishing 

wide varieties of research papers, insightful reviews, essays and articles by students, 

established scholars and professionals as well as by both domestic and international authors. 

“An act is not guilty unless the mental state with which it is done is also guilty”. The crime is 

the combination of both Actusreusand Mensrea, and is a single unity. We live in a modern 

society which is subject to major changes that stem from, for instance, internationalization 

and technological development. In many aspects these changes also represent societal 

challenges that demand a rethinking of legal solutions. Our increased connectivity through 

internet has created new opportunities for criminals. Now the crime is not limited to the 

traditional ways. 

We hope that you find Volume II Issue I valuable, that you will help inform others about the 

journal and will consider submitting your own work. The papers will be selected by our 

editors who would rely upon the vibrant skills and knowledge immersed in the paper. We 

welcome your comments so that we may improve the journal in future volumes. 

Needless to say, any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or collaboratively, 

are much appreciated and will make a substantial contribution to the early development and 

success of the journal. Best wishes and thank you in advance for your contribution to the 

Lexkhoj international journal of criminal law. 
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RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED: REFORMING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

* AyushiTyagi 

Galgotias University, Greater Noida 

. 

Abstract 

The three segments of Criminal Justice System viz., the police, the judiciary and the 

correctional institutions ought to function in harmonious and cohesive manner. But in 

practice, one often finds that it is not the case. The police, instead of protecting and 

promoting human rights, are often found to violate them. The National Human Rights 

Commission has been receiving reports of custodial deaths, non-registration of cases, 

arbitrary arrests, custodial violence etc. A person in custody of the police, an under-trial or a 

convicted individual does not lose his human and fundamental rights by virtue of 

incarceration. The two cardinal principles of criminal jurisprudence are that the prosecution 

must prove its charge against the accused beyond shadow of reasonable doubt and the onus 

to prove the guilt of the accused to the hilt is stationary on the prosecution and it never shifts. 

The prosecution has to stand on its own legs so as to bring home the guilt of the accused 

conclusively and affirmatively and it cannot take advantage of any weakness in the defense 

version. The intention of the legislature in laying down these principles has been that 

hundreds of guilty persons may get scot free but even one innocent should not be punished. 

Rights of the accused include the rights of the accused at the time of arrest, at the time of 

search and seizure, during the process of trial and the like. The implication of 

Article 21 of  the Constitution  of  India  is that  a  person  could  be  deprived  of  his  life or 

personal liberty  only  in  accordance  with   procedure  established   by  law. As 

per Article 22 of C.O.I., a person who is arrested for whatever reason gets 

three independentrights. The first is the right to be told or informed the reasons for the arrest 

 as soon as an arrest is made, the second is the right to  be  produced  before  a  Magistrate 

 within 24 hours and the third is the right to be defended by an advocate of his choice. Article 

22 (1) of the Constitution provides that a person arrested for an offence under ordinary law 

be informed as soon as may be the grounds of arrest. In addition to the constitutional 

provision, Section 50 of Criminal Procedure Code also provides for the same. It is the duty of 

the police to protect the rights of society. It must be remembered that this society includes all 

people, including the arrested. 
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Introduction 

We live in a democratic country, where the rights of an accused are sacrosanct. Though an 

individual may be an accused of an offence, but this does not make him a non-human being. 

Rights of the accused include the rights of the accused at the time of arrest, at the time of 

search and seizure, during the process of trial and the like.  The accused in India have been 

given certain rights, the most basic of which are found in the Constitution of India. 

Though the police have been given various powers for facilitating the making of arrests, the 

powers are subject to certain restraints. These restraints are primarily provided for the 

protection of the interests of the person to be arrested, and also of the society at large. The 

imposition of the restraints can be considered, to an extent, as the recognition of the rights of 

the arrested person. There are, however, some other provisions which have rather more 

expressly and directly created important rights in favour of the arrested person. 

An accused has certain rights during the course of any investigation; enquiry or trial of an 

offence with which he is charged and he should be protected against arbitrary or illegal arrest. 

Police have a wide powers conferred on them to arrest any person under Cognizable offence 

without going to magistrate, so Court should be vigilant to see that theses powers are not 

abused or lightly used for personal benefits. No arrest can be made on mere suspicion or 

information. Even private person cannot follow and arrest a person on the statement of 

another person, however impeachable it is. One of the basic tenets of our legal system is the 

benefit of the presumption of innocence of the accused till he is found guilty at the end of a 

trial on legal evidence. 

One of the principles of common law is the ‘right to silence’. This basically means that an 

accused should not be suspected to be guilty of a crime, by the parties or prosecutors, merely 

because he has refused to respond to questions put to him by the police or by the court. In this 

backdrop it becomes necessary to examine the right to silence and its companion right against 

self-incrimination. These are the two aspects of fair trial and therefore cannot be made a 

subject matter of legislation. Right to fair trial is the basic premise of all procedural laws. The 

very prescription of procedure and the evolution of procedural law have to be understood in 

the historical context of the anxiety to substitute rule of men by rule of law. In law any 

statement or confession made to a police officer is not admissible. Right to silence is mainly 

concerned about confession. Breaking of silence by the accused can be before a magistrate 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
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but should be voluntary and without any duress or inducement. To ensure the truthfulness and 

reliability of the facts he stated the magistrate is required to take several precautions. Right to 

silence and the right against self-incrimination have been watered down quite considerably by 

interpretation than by legislation. The defendant if he so desires can be a witness in his trial. 

His confession outside the court either to the police officer or to the magistrate is admissible. 

He is encouraged to betray his colleagues in crime on promise of pardon. He is expected to 

explain every adverse circumstance to the court at the conclusion of evidence with the court 

having jurisdiction to draw adverse inference while appreciating the evidence against him. 

Right to Silence: 

The constitution of India guarantees every person right against self-incrimination 

under Article 20 (3) “No person accused of any offense shall be compelled to be a witness 

against himself”. It is well established that the Right to Silence has been granted to the 

accused by virtue of the pronouncement in the case of Nandini Sathpathy vs. P.L. Dani, no 

one can forcibly extract statements from the accused, who has the right to keep silent during 

the course of interrogation (investigation). By the administration of these tests, forcible 

intrusion into one’s mind is being restored to, thereby nullifying the validity and legitimacy 

of the Right to Silence. In 2010 The Supreme court made narco-analysis, brain mapping and 

lie detector test as a violation of Article 20(3). 

Right to know the grounds of arrest: 

Firstly, according to Section 50(1) Cr.P.C. “every police officer or other person arresting any 

person without warrant shall forthwith communicate to him full particulars of the offence for 

which he is arrested or other grounds for such arrest.” 

Secondly, when a subordinate officer is deputed by a senior police officer to arrest a person 

under Section 55 Cr.P.C., such subordinate officer shall, before making the arrest, notify to 

the person to be arrested the substance of the written order given by the senior police officer 

specifying the offence or other cause for which the arrest is to be made. Non- compliance 

with this provision will render the arrest illegal. 

Thirdly, in case of arrest to be made under a warrant, Section 75 Cr.P.C. provides that “the 

police officer or other person executing a warrant of arrest shall notify the substance thereof 

to the person to be arrested, and if so required, shall show him the warrant.” If the substance 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
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of the warrant is not notified, the arrest would be unlawful. 

Indian constitution has also conferred on this right the status of the fundamental 

right. Article 22(2) of the constitution provides that “no person who is arrested shall be 

detained in custody without being informed as soon as maybe, of the grounds of such arrest 

nor shall he be denied the right to consult, and to be defended by a legal practitioner of his 

choice.” 

 

The right to be informed of the grounds of arrest is a precious right of the arrested person. 

Timely information of the grounds of arrest serves him in many ways. It enables him to move 

the proper court for bail, or in appropriate circumstances for a writ of habeas corpus, or to 

make expeditious arrangement for his defense. 

In re, Madhu Limaye the facts were: MadhuLimaye, Member of the LokSabha and several 

other persons were arrested. MadhuLimaye addressed a petition in the form of a letter to the 

Supreme Court under Article 32 mentioning that he along with his companions had been 

arrested but had not been communicated the reasons or the grounds for arrest. One of the 

contentions raised by MadhuLimaye was that there was a violation of the mandatory 

provisions of Article 22 (1) of the Constitution. The Supreme Court observed that Article 22 

(1) embodies a rule which has always been regarded as vital and fundamental for 

safeguarding personal liberty in all legal systems where the Rule of Law prevails. The court 

further observed that the two requirements of Clause (1) of Article 22 are meant to afford the 

earliest opportunity to the arrested person to remove any mistake, misapprehension or 

misunderstanding in the minds of the arresting authority and, also to know exactly what the 

accusation against him is so that he can exercise the second right, namely of consulting a 

legal practitioner of his choice and to be defended by him. 

Whenever that is not done, the petitioner would be entitled to a writ of Habeas Corpus 

directing his release. Hence, the Court held that MadhuLimaye and others were entitled to be 

released on this ground alone. 

It appears reasonable to accept that grounds of the arrest should be communicated to the 

arrested person in the language understood by him; otherwise it would not amount to 

sufficient compliance with the constitutional requirement. The words “as soon as may be” 

in Article 22(1) would means as early as is reasonable in the circumstance of the case, 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
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however, the words “forthwith” in Section 50(1) of the code creates a stricter duty on the part 

of the police officer making the arrest and would mean “immediately”. 

If the arrest is made by the magistrate without a warrant under Section 44, the case is covered 

neither by any of the section 50, 55 and 75 nor by any other provision in the code requiring 

the magistrate to communicate the grounds of arrest to the arrested person. The lacuna in the 

code, however, will not create any difficulty in practice as the magistrate would still be bound 

to state the grounds under Article 22(1) of the Constitution. 

The rules emerging from decision such as Joginder Singh v. State of U.P. and D.K. Basu v. 

State of West Bengal, have been enacted in Section 50-A making it obligatory on the part of 

the police officer not only to inform the friend or relative of the arrested person about his 

arrest etc. but also to make entry in a register maintained by the police. The magistrate is also 

under an obligation to satisfy himself about the compliance of the police in this regard. 

Right Of Not Being Detained For More Than 24 Hours Without Judicial Scrutiny: 

Whether the arrest is without warrant or under a warrant, the arrested person must be brought 

before the magistrate or court within 24 hours. Section 57 provides as follows: 

Person arrested not to be detained more than twenty-four hours- No police officer shall detain 

in custody a person arrested without warrant for a longer period than under all the 

circumstances of the case is reasonable, and such period shall not, in the absence of a special 

order of a Magistrate under section 167, exceed twenty-four hours exclusive of the time 

necessary for the journey from the place of arrest to the Magistrate’s Court. 

This right has been further strengthened by its incorporation in the Constitution as a 

fundamental right. Article 22(2) of the Constitution proves that “Every person who is arrested 

and detained in custody shall be produced before the nearest magistrate within a period of 

twenty-four hours of such arrest excluding the time necessary for the journey from the place 

of arrest to the court of the magistrate and no such person shall be detained in custody beyond 

the said period without the authority of a magistrate.” In case of arrest under a warrant the 

proviso to Section 76 provides a similar rule in substance. 

The right to be brought before a magistrate within a period of not more than 24 hours of 

arrest has been created with a view- 

1. To prevent arrest and detention for the purpose of extracting confessions, or as a 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
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means of compelling people to give information; 

2. To prevent police stations being used as though they were prisons- a purpose for 

which they are unsuitable; 

3. To afford to an early recourse to a judicial officer independent of the police on all 

questions of bail or discharge. 

In a case of Khatri (II) v. State of Bihar, the Supreme Court has strongly urged upon the state 

and its police authorities to ensure that this constitutional and legal requirement to produce an 

arrested person before a Judicial Magistrate within 24 hours of the arrest be scrupulously 

observed. This healthy provision enables the magistrate to keep check over the police 

investigation and it is necessary that the magistrates should try to enforce this requirement 

and where it is found disobeyed, come heavily upon the police. If police officer fails to 

produce an arrested person before a magistrate within 24 hours of the arrest, he shall be held 

guilty of wrongful detention. 

In a case of Poovan v. Sub- Inspector of Police it was said that whenever a complaint is 

received by a magistrate that a person is arrested within his jurisdiction but has not been 

produced before him within 24 hours or a complaint has made to him that a person is being 

detained within his jurisdiction beyond 24 hours of his arrest, he can and should call upon the 

police officer concerned; to state whether the allegations are true and if so; on what and under 

whose custody; he is being so helped. If officer denies the arrest, the magistrate can make an 

inquiry into the issue and pass appropriate orders. 

Rights at Trial: 

1. Right to a Fair Trial: The Constitution under Article 14 guarantees the right to 

equality before the law. The Code of Criminal Procedure also provides that for a trial 

to be fair, it must be an open court trial. This provision is designed to ensure that 

convictions are not obtained in secret. In some exceptional cases the trial may be held 

in camera. Every accused is entitled to be informed by the court before taking the 

evidence that he is entitled to have his case tried by another court and if the accused 

subsequently moves such application for transfer of his case to another court the same 

must be transferred. However, the accused has no right to select or determine by 

which other court the case is to be tried. 

 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
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2. Right to a Speedy Trial: The Constitution provides an accused the right to a speedy 

trial. Although this right is not explicitly stated in the constitution, it has been 

interpreted by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in the judgment of 

HussainaraKhatoon. This judgment mandates that an investigation in trial should be 

held “as expeditiously as possible”. In all summons trials (cases where the maximum 

punishment is two years imprisonment) once the accused has been arrested, the 

investigation for the trial must be completed within six months or stopped on an order 

of the Magistrate, unless the Magistrate receives and accepts, with his reasons in 

writing, that there is cause to extend the investigation 

Right To Consult A Legal Practitioner: 

Article 22(1) of the Constitution provides that no person who is arrested shall be denied the 

right to consult a legal practitioner of his choice. Further, as has been held by the Supreme 

Court that state is under a constitutional mandate (implicit in article 21) to provide free legal 

aid to an indigent accused person, and the constitutional obligation to provide free legal aid 

does not arise only when the trial commences but also attaches when the accused is for the 

first time produced before the magistrate, as also when remanded from time to time. It has 

been held by the Supreme Court that non- compliance with this requirement and failure to 

inform the accused of this right would vitiate the trial. Section 50(3) also provides that any 

person against whom proceedings are instituted under the code may of right be defended by a 

pleader of his choice. The right of an arrested person to consult his lawyer begins from the 

moment of his arrest. The consultation with the lawyer may be in the presence of police 

officer but not within his hearing. 

Rights of Free Legal Aid: 

In Khatri(II) v. State of Bihar, the Supreme Court has held that the state is under a 

constitutional mandate (implicit in Article 21) to provide free legal aid to an indigent accused 

person, an and the constitutional obligation to provide free legal aid does not arise only when 

the trial commences but also attaches when the accused is for the first time produced before 

the magistrate, as also when remanded from time to time. However this constitutional right of 

an indigent accused to get free legal aid may prove to be illusory unless he is promptly and 

duly informed about it by the court when he is produced before it. The Supreme Court has 

therefore cast a duty on all magistrates and courts to inform the indigent accused about his 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/lawyers/lawyers_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/lawyers/lawyers_home.htm
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/articles/articles.html
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right to get free legal aid. The apex court has gone a step further in Suk Das v. Union 

Territory of Arunachal Pradesh, wherein it has been categorically laid down that this 

constitutional right cannot be denied if the accused failed to apply for it. It s clear that unless 

refused, failure to provide free legal aid to an indigent accused would vitiate the trial entailing 

setting aside of the conviction and sentence. 

Right to Be Examined By A Medical Practitioner: 

Section 54 now renumbered as Section 54(1) provides:  

Examination of arrested person by medical practitioner at the request of the arrested person 

When a person who is arrested, whether on a charge or otherwise, alleges, at the time when 

he is produced before a Magistrate or at any time during the period of his detention in 

custody that the examination of his body will afford evidence which will disprove the 

commission by him of any offence or which will establish the commission by any other 

person of any offence against his body, the Magistrate shall, if requested by the arrested 

person so to do direct the examination of the body of such person by a registered medical 

practitioner unless the Magistrate considers that the request is made for the purpose of 

vexation or delay or for defeating the ends of justice. 

Right of the accused to produce evidence: 

The accused even has right to produce witness in his defense in case of police report or 

private defense. After the Examination and cross examination of all prosecution witness i.e. 

after the completion of the prosecution case the accused shall be called upon to enter upon his 

defense and any written statement put in shall be filled with the record. He may even call 

further for cross examination. The judge shall go on recording the evidence of prosecution 

witness till the prosecution closes its evidence. 

The accused in order to test the veracity of the testimony of a prosecution witness has the 

right to cross-examine him. Section 138 of Indian Evidence Act, 1872 gives accused has a 

right to confront only witnesses. This right ensures that the accused has the opportunity for 

cross-examination of the adverse witness. Section 33 of Indian Evidence Act tells when 

witness is unavailable at trial, a testimonial statement of the witness maybe dispensed by 

issuing commission. The testimony at a formal trial is one example of prior testimonial 

statements which can be used as documentary evidence in a subsequent trial. 
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When in the course of investigation an accused or any other person desiring to make any 

statement is brought to a magistrate so that any confession or statement that he may be 

deposed to make of his free will is record. Confession statements by accused to the police are 

absolutely excluded under Section 25, Evidence Act. 

It is generally believed that in spite of the various safeguards in the Cr.P.C. as well as the in 

the Constitution, the power of arrest given to the police is being misused till this day. It is 

also believed that the police often use their position of power to threaten the arrested persons 

and take advantage of their office to extort money. There have also been innumerable reports 

on custodial violence that lead many to believe that deprivation of basic rights of the arrested 

persons has become commonplace nowadays. 

The Mallimath Committee in its Report on the reforms in the Criminal Justice System has 

stated that the accused has the right to know the rights given to him under law and how to 

enforce such rights. There have also been criticisms that the police fail to inform the persons 

arrested of the charge against them and hence, let the arrested persons flounder in custody, in 

complete ignorance of their alleged crimes. This has been attributed to the Colonial nature of 

our Criminal Justice System where the duty of arrest was thrust upon the Indian officers 

while the Britishers drew up the charge against the accused. Thus, it is entirely possible that 

the English origins of the Indian Criminal Justice system may have resulted unwittingly in the 

rights of the arrested persons falling through the cracks. 

There is imminent need to bring in changes in Criminal Justice Administration so that state 

should recognize that its primary duty is not to punish, but to socialize and reform the 

wrongdoer and above all it should be clearly understood that socialization is not identical 

with punishment, for its comprises prevention, education, care and rehabilitation within the 

framework of social defence. Thus, in the end we find that Rule of law regulates the 

functionary of every organ of the state machinery, including the agency responsible for 

conducting prosecution and investigation which must confine themselves within the four 

corners of the law. 

It is the duty of the police to protect the rights of society. It must be remembered that this 

society includes all people, including the arrested. Thus, it is still the police’s duty to protect 

the rights of the arrested person. Hence, in light of the discussed provisions, a police officer 

must make sure that handcuffs are not used unnecessarily, that the accused is not harassed 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/constitution/const_home.htm
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needlessly, that the arrested person is made aware of the grounds of his arrest, informed 

whether he is entitled to bail and of course, produced before a Magistrate within twenty-four 

hours of his arrest.  

 

 


